Fall Shuttle Guide 2015
-Drop Off
Memorial Union Pick Up: by Tennis Courts, in the pickup/drop off zone.
Silo Pick Up: Lot 41, Next to UC Davis Information Booth/Near West Silo Gate.
- Safeway: Next to Round Table Pizza
- Target: By front of store, near covered structure.
-Route
- The shuttle will be operating on a route that goes from Greystone, through downtown, to the Silo, and the
Memorial Union. It will also provide two stops in the evening to Safeway and Target (See Map)
- The bus can drop off anywhere on the route that has a bus stop. (ex: 5th & D, ARC). Talk to driver for these stops.
- Pick up will be at Greystone, the Silo, the Memorial Union Terminal, and Safeway/Target at designated spots and
times.
- Shuttle passes are MANDATORY.
-Passengers
- There is room for 25 passengers and 3 bikes on our bike rack (please remove locks from bikes).
- Space is available on a first come, first serve basis. Any discrepancies will need to be worked out between residents.
- Please pick up all trash and try to keep the shuttle as clean as possible.
-Shuttle Schedule
- Shuttle schedule is designed to keep the bus on time. The bus usually arrives within 5 minutes of the schedule.
- Please be understanding if the bus is late. Keep in mind that the reason for being late is often out of the driver’s
hands.
-Ex: Inclement weather, high passenger loads, stuck at 5th & I street for train, traffic, etc.
-Maintenance
- The shuttle has a mandatory California Highway Patrol Inspection every 45 days and the shuttle will be out of
service for that day. We will send out Text Alerts to advise you of the dates.
- Shuttle may be out of service due to both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance.
- Sign up for Text Alert to receive up to date/time information regarding the shuttle and other Greystone matters.
-Miscellaneous Rules
- Pets are not allowed on the Shuttle unless they are Service Animals.
- Strollers, Luggage, and other large items are permitted on the shuttle if they are able to be stored out
of the aisle.

If you plan on riding the Shuttle, please stop by the Office and pick up a Shuttle Pass.
Shuttle Map

